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RECTANGLE
To measure the area of a rectangle or square, multiply the
width (A) by the height (B). 
Example 8m x 4m = 32 sqm

Radius = 6m

Diameter = 12m

Measurement Guide
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Once you've decided on the lawn variety that will best suit your area and lifestyle, the next step is
determining the amount you need. Your new lawn is measured and ordered in square metres
(sqm or m2). Use our easy steps below to determine your order quantity.

Sketch or mark out your area
Take a piece of paper and roughly sketch out your area and/or mark your area with chalk spray.

Break up the area into basic shapes 

Break up your area using basic shapes such as rectangles, triangles and circles. You can mark
the shapes on the ground with chalk spray. This makes it easier to calculate.

Estimate your requirements

Calculate the area of your shapes using the formulas below. It is important to be as accurate as
possible so take your time with this step. This will avoid over-ordering or coming up short.

TRIANGLE
To measure the area of a triangle, multiply the height (A) by
the base (B) divided by 2.
Example 4m x 2m = 8 sqm

CIRCLE
To measure the area of a circle, measure the radius (or
diameter divided by 2) and multiply by itself then by 3.14.
Example 6m x 6m x 3.14 = 113 sqm

Add all shapes together

Once you have calculated all your shapes, add them to get the total square metres. NOTE: To
allow for miscalculations and wastage, we recommend ordering 5%-10% extra. It's better to have
some turf left over than to run out!

Place your order

Go to shop.hgturfgroup.com.au to place your order.


